
STRATEGY PLAN FOR HMV GROUP

HMV Groups markets had experienced rapid change over recent years and have become more competitive and with a
diminishing amount of in store sales as.

So, under BCG matrix it suggests to have product development which is a growth strategy. WH Smith
requires sufficient funds to implement the strategy. Dowell, New technologies are nowadays usually used
while moving. Until we looked at the info, we had full intentions of it being Sunrise. The entertainment
industry has been in the front row of purchasing cuts; second-hands products and cheapest products are more
considered than the usual types of products GFK, and Nielsenwire,  It was losing an awful lot of money. It
was to be in line with external remote factors i. We just want to do everything we can to incentivize them to
want to do it and show them how much fun it is to get out there and either do a signing or just an impromptu
playing the guitar or whatever it is. Music is also listened to in many different ways rather the typical CD
support, in particular MP3, androids, etc. Legal - Competition law - Employment law - Health and safety -
Product safety In the country due to high manpower cut off, unemployment rate has increased. It involves
large research and development expenditures. Thus, this strategy is also suitable for the company. So, it is
very important for the company to consider employment law before taking any decisive actions. Yet, there can
be seen some food items sold in the outlets which are not their core products. HMV has launched its website
operations whereby online purchasing, gaming and ticketing takes place allowing customers to shop with ease
and enjoy doing so with maximum contact with the company The Times ,  It has enabled consumers to
communicate directly with the seller and buy their goods without ever having to enter a store. Strategic
Recommendations Ansoff Matrix Based on the Ansoff Matrix, the following viable strategic directions are
open for HMV considering the present situation in the external market and the internal resources of the
company Kotler and Keller,  Threats The continued growth of the internet and internet sales downloads and
piracy is a large threat to HMV Group as it is becoming evident that the consumer wants goods provided from
a large number of services and that it is complicated or unprofitable for HMV Group to meet these needs. It
has enabled consumers to communicate directly with the seller and buy their goods without ever having to
enter a store. The Tassal Group Limited as a top three global fish farming company, each year they satisfied
the demand of the salmon goods not only in the Australia but also around the world Tassal Group,  Doing
business online means using a low price model which means lower profit margins for record retailers Bright
Club, b. Samim Khan: Page 22 Related Papers. We have proposed some long-term strategy product
development and concentric diversification and some ideas of implementation that can help the company to
re-gain its place on the market, and even to be better. Public Debt  Need to expand the service offer By
developing services on the core products in stores it would continue to attract customers in order to increase in
stores sales. There's a lot of artists that are very, very supportive of it, which is amazing. Obviously with
Sunrise we gave ourselves two years to do it, but since we did it in one year you feel like since you did it
there, you should be able to do it again. Identification and evaluation of alternative strategies As per the
environmental analysis and competitive position of the company, it is crystal clear that the company has high
profit margins and high cash generation, even though the sales have reduced.


